SRI LANKA
The Teardrop of India

November 28 – December 12 2015

Tour Report

Day 1 Saturday 28 November
We left a little late from Heathrow but we were soon on our way, enjoying the excellent
service of Sri Lankan Airways.
Day 2 Sunday 29 November
Despite the delayed departure and thanks to a favourable journey we arrived at
Katuyanake half an hour ahead of schedule. It was overcast but everywhere looked
intensely green as we made our final descent.
After the usual formalities we picked up our bags and met our guide for the holiday,
Thushara, along with Perry who runs Adventure Birding. It was not long before we were
sitting in air-conditioned comfort in our ideally sized Toyota bus while our luggage went in
a separate vehicle.
We headed north-east and while we travelled Thushara gave us an introduction to Sri
Lanka. The journey was slow and made a little worse by roadworks in several places.
However, these gave us a chance to scan for birds and we also stopped a few times for
separate sightings.
A Blue-tailed Bee-eater was hawking over a grassy area and as
we scanned around we spotted a Shikra being mobbed by a
White-bellied Drongo. Wet areas were being explored by Great,
Cattle and Little Egrets and Purple Herons were loafing to and
fro. One pool was of obvious interest to a group of Painted
Storks and a nearby tree had a pair of Yellow-billed Babblers.
Although we were under some time pressure we still managed to
see quite a few birds including White-throated Kingfisher,
Spotted Dove, Brahminy Kite and Sri Lankan Swallows.
A coffee stop at Saruetha, about half way, was a good chance to
stretch the legs and scan over an open area where we spotted
House Swifts. A distant White-bellied Sea Eagle sailed along on raised wings. As we
finished and were about to leave a Black-hooded Oriole was calling and enabled a very
nice close view.
At one point Thushara stopped and showed us coconuts which were being harvested and
told us about how the various parts of the fruit are used.
The remainder of our journey was slow but the roadwork delays were not too bad.
However, the rain had started and by the time we reached Amaya Lake it was heavy with
no sign of clearing. We were all tired and as it was also dark this added something of a
challenge to the process to getting to rooms but we managed it with the help of staff and
the buggy service that is available.
Day 3 Monday 30 November
We met before breakfast at 6.30 a.m. and mercifully the rain had stopped, leaving a very
warm and rather humid atmosphere. We had a walk from the swimming pool to the lake.
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By the pool, trees were busy with birds and we noted both Jerdon’s and Golden-fronted
Leafbirds and both Pale and Large-billed Flowerpeckers. All the time the mechanical
sound of Brown-headed Barbet could be heard. Tiny Oriental White-eyes hopped around
below.
We didn’t need to go far as there were birds everywhere. A Shikra flew over the pool but
was gone in seconds, unlike our first two endemics for the day; Sri Lanka Grey Hornbill
which sat in full view and Sri Lanka Green Pigeons which were also very obliging as they
looked for fruit in the trees.
Working our way down towards the lake we paused for Orange-breasted Green Pigeon
and beautifully-plumaged Spotted Doves while there was a brief glimpse of a Large
Cuckooshrike as it flew past. Indian Peafowls were slowing stalking around the grounds
and Red-vented Bulbuls showed in the tops of dead trees.
At the Lake there were plenty of Indian Pond Herons
plus a lone Grey Heron and a Purple Heron. Purplerumped Sunbirds were busily working their way through
the trees and a Green Warbler put in a brief appearance.
Common Tailorbirds with cocked tails were calling
noisily. Out on the lake our first Spot-billed Pelicans
could be seen while at the edges we found Common
Sandpiper, White-throated, Common and Stork-billed
Kingfishers.
The lake was busy with Whiskered Terns flying buoyantly to and fro, all in winter plumage
while Little Cormorants sank down into the water as they hunted for fish. Another masterful
fisher, the Darter flew overhead, looking almost raptor-like while Brahminy Kites were
numerous, drifting around on slightly bowed-down wings. A dark brown medium-sized
raptor was next to be found and this turned out to be dark morph Booted Eagle.
Nearer to us Scaly-breasted Munias were collecting material to add to an enormous
communal nest and as we scanned around we found a Green Bee-eater which hawked
around, returning to the same low branch each time. Both Plain Prinia and Zitting
Cisticolas were popping up and down in the long grass.
We continued back from the lake, spotting a pair of Oriental Magpie Robins in the woods
and a rather scruffy-looking White-browed Bulbul. We had a look around in the trees and a
White-rumped Sharma suddenly showed. This striking bird is a shy species and typically
this one didn’t hang around although landed for long enough for the scope to be put on it.
Palm Squirrels were abundant, continuously making
bird-like noises!
After breakfast, at 8.00 we gathered again at 9.30 for
another walk around the grounds, an opportunity for a
repeat view of many of the species we had seen earlier
but this time a fine-looking Coppersmith Barbet was
added to the list and an Indian Roller flew over.
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We walked along the path towards the lake and an Asian Openbill flew over us as we
stopped to examine an extraordinary Weaver Ant nest where leaves had been ‘glued’
together using larval silk. Down by the lake it was time for the butterflies and we spent a
while watching and photographing some very impressive species such as Blue Mormon,
Blue Tiger, Plain Tiger, Common Tiger, Grass Yellow and Crimson Rose.
An Asian Skimmer landed repeatedly close by and a very impressive Red Millipede
(Xenobolus carnifex) was walking along a bench.
On the lake we noted Spot-billed Pelicans again and scanning in the distance we found
Alpine Swift. Both Grey-headed Fish Eagle and White-bellied Sea Eagles were active and
we watched an immature White-bellied effortlessly catch a fish and land on a dead tree to
consume it.
By now it was warming up even more with the sun
beginning to break through so we kept to the shade and
worked our way around the paths through the chalets,
finding Common Garden Lizard, a skink sp. and a Giant
Squirrel. Perhaps the highlight was an exciting stand-off
between a Palm Squirrel and a Rat Snake. The snake
was apparently more intent on searching holes in the
tree but was clearly an unwelcome visitor as far as the
squirrel was concerned.
We had lunch back at the restaurant and then took a break before getting back together at
3.00 p.m. for a visit to the nearby Sigiriya which is a World Heritage site. Thushara took us
through the complex history which involved murderous behaviour within a family, ultimately
resulting in a kingdom being established at Sigiriya.
En route there were a few inevitable stops for Blue-tailed Bee-eater, a troop of Toque
Macaques sitting on wires, Grey Mongoose, Black-headed Ibis, Red-wattled Lapwings and
two Paddyfield Pipits which were, appropriately, strutting around on the edges of the
paddyfields. As we scanned we found other birds such as Little Ringed Plover and a
Crested Serpent Eagle which was sitting on a tree stump. Further along an Indian Robin
showed well on a small branch and Sri Lanka Swallows were sweeping around.
We arrived at the site at 4.00 p.m. with the very impressive rock in the background. We
walked along the road to the site which produced Grey Mongoose and Langur Monkeys
while a small group of Green Imperial Pigeons could be seen in the trees behind. A very
confiding Jerdon’s Bushlark was dust-bathing on the road and didn’t seem bothered about
the comings and goings of vehicles and people.
Scanning both sides of the road proved to be very fruitful
and we added Plain Prinia, Tailorbird, Black-headed
Munia, Green Bee-eater and a rather showy Common
Iora which was puffing up its white rump. A male Loten’s
Sunbird was all purple but the main i.d. feature was a
very long curved bill. We also watched a beautiful
Coppersmith Barbet excavating a hole in a tree.
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It was hot and rather humid and the ice-cream vehicle was too much of a temptation after
which we walked along a path by the pools. The sky was darkening and birds had gone
quiet, suggesting the impending arrival of rain so we retuned to the bus, pausing to admire
a large Land Monitor sitting on a rock by the water.
Day 4 Tuesday 1 December
Our pre-breakfast walk started in rather overcast conditions but it was not long before the
sun was trying to break through. After noting the usual species by the swimming pool we
headed up behind reception where a White-rumped Sharma was singing – a quite
exquisite performance with rich warbles and nightingale-like phrases. After a short search
Thushara found the bird and we were able to get the telescope onto it.
Walking further around the small forested area we also
encountered the skulking Emerald Dove which kept in
the shadows before flying out. A Giant Squirrel was
showing well and we also had nice views of a Tickell’s
Blue Flycatcher.
We made our way back via the staff quarters and a small
group of Sri Lankan Junglefowl were scratching around
in an open area but unfortunately the male didn’t stay
long. Pausing at a junction we found Brown-capped and Dark-fronted Babblers which were
busily foraging in the tangle. Always on the move, lingering views were not possible but we
managed to see them reasonably well nonetheless. Moving back towards the lake edge an
Indian Pitta was located but it was not as obliging as we would have liked, hopping back
into the undergrowth as soon as the main group tried to see it.
We decided to re-visit the Sigiriya region after breakfast and stopped by a wooded area
which can be good for Indian Pitta. Walking a trail we noted Sri Lanka Woodshrike, Asian
Paradise Flycatcher and a Woolly-necked Stork flew over. Further along, past a lake we
stopped again and walked the road which was unfortunately a little busy but we still
managed to see a range of species, many of which we had already encountered, but also
included Purple Swamphen on the lake and a Crimson-backed Goldenback in the forest.
Finally, the bird we most wanted to see, the Indian Pitta
made a brief appearance.
It was time to return to the hotel where we did the final
pack before lunch and then set off for our next
destination – Hunas Falls. Passing a very close
Brahminy Kite our journey took us past the Golden
Temple of Dambulla where we took some photos before
heading on.
We stopped briefly for fuel at which point a Crested Serpent Eagle was soaring over a rock
and a Common Kestrel was spotted as it flew in front and landed.
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The sky was taking on an ominous shade of very dark
grey as we continued and soon we were in torrential rain
as we travelled up into the hills. The rain was unremitting
and as we arrived at Hunas Falls there seemed to be no
let-up so we checked in, met early to do the list and
enjoyed our first taste of the excellent cuisine on offer.
Day 5 Wednesday 2 December
Our usual pre-breakfast walk started from the garden
and it was with much relief that we saw reasonably clear skies and we were able to
appreciate the magnificent view below. Sri Lanka Swallows were skimming around already
and landing on the hotel.
Our walk took us around the garden first where we spotted Alexandrine Parakeets with
very long tails and then the smaller Layard’s Parakeets which showed grey heads. Lesser
Hill Mynas were vocalising in the trees and we were able to see the rather bizarre yellow
wattles on the birds through the scope, differentiating
them from the rather similar Sri Lanka Hill Mynas. A
Grey Wagtail called as it flew across and a pair of Blackhooded Orioles were sitting high in a tree providing
excellent views.
An immature Besra was located, sitting in a tall tree and
fortunately we were able to examine it closely which
enable us to be sure, from the number of tail bands and
the prominence of the throat stripe, that it wasn’t the
very similar Shikra.
As we circled around the hotel a Common Hawk Cuckoo could be heard calling repeatedly
but we were unable to see it. We worked our way down to the lake and as we crossed the
bridge we found a pair of Scarlet Minivets which were moving around in the low-hanging
branches of the trees.
Further along the track we spotted a Green Warbler busily moving from one branch to the
next and then a Brown-breasted Flycatcher, distinguished from the very similar Asian
Brown Flycatcher by its contrasting white throat and brown upper breast. The high pitched
and cheery song of a Tickell’s Blue Flycatcher could be heard but we could not see the
bird but did manage good views of an Asian Paradise Flycatcher.
Somewhere in the background a Yellow-fronted Barbet could be heard and Large-billed
Crows were sitting in the trees across the lake. At breakfast a single Crested Tree Swift
came in over the lake and circled a couple of times before disappearing. A pair of
Common Kingfishers flew over the lake and landed on a rock, enabling telescope views
which were enjoyed by a couple of other guests as well.
We re-convened after breakfast for another walk, this time taking a more direct route down
to the lake. As we walked along the bridge it was clear we had timed things well with a
flurry of small birds busily moving through the foliage. Spectacularly colourful Scarlet
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Minivets and Grey-headed Canary-flycatchers were the first along with Sri Lankan Whiteeyes which hung upside-down from tips of branches.
As all this was going on a Velvet-fronted Nuthatch then
appeared sporting fabulously bright blue upper-parts and
a bright red bill. We watched as two of these stunning
birds shinned up and down the trunks. The action wasn’t
over as we then found Asian Paradise Flycatcher, Small
Minivet and Tickell’s Blue Flycatcher.
Continuing along the path we paused for a Grass Yellow
butterfly, a Pink Skimmer and a Hawker species plus a
Common Sailor. Towards the bridge we added Grey Wagtail, Common Kingfisher, Asian
Brown Flycatcher and a Kashmir Flycatcher which was spotted in the marshy vegetation
on the edge of the lake.
Returning to the busy corner we tried a trail which took us up a level. This was not the
easiest route and to make matters worse it was crawling with leeches. Although we had
come pre-armed with our leech socks these weren’t enough to prevent attacks from other
angles and we soon abandoned this in favour of more open leech-free country.
Returning to the gravel path there was a session of
leech removal from on and inside shoes before crossing
back over the bridge where we paused to look at a
dragonfly repeatedly hovering over the cascading water.
Back on the tarmac road we walked through the
gardens, spotting several new birds along the way such
as White-browed Fantails, Dull Blue Flycatcher and Barwinged Flycatcher-shrike. Past the barrier to the hotel
we then found a female Black-headed Cuckoo-shrike and a Brown Shrike. The highpitched call of Sri Lanka Hanging Parrots could be heard as they passed somewhere
overhead and as they did a Sri Lanka Scimitar-babbler was spotted on a stump,
fortunately staying for long enough to enable photographs to be taken.
It was time to go back for lunch and along the way we stopped for a Crested Serpent
Eagle which landed on a branch below and a great view of a Yellow-fronted Barbet in a
nearby tree. Shortly after a White-bellied Sea Eagle cruised out followed by a Crested
Hawk Eagle which circled over us showing the diagnostic streaked breast which separates
this bird from the very similar Legge’s Hawk Eagle. Further views of the gem-like Velvetfronted Nuthatch followed and by then it was time for lunch.
We had always intended to take a break but this would have been forced upon us, the
expected rain arriving soon after lunch. Conveniently it persisted until exactly 4.00pm, the
time of our planned walk in the afternoon. With the rain now more or less over we decided
to steer clear of the leech area and instead head back down the road where we had repeat
views of many of the species encountered earlier on but this time added the endemic
Crimson-fronted Barbet and good views of Sri Lanka Hanging Parrot and Layard’s
Parakeet which showed the grey head very well.
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Just up the road a small gang of Tawny-bellied Babblers were busily working their way
through tangled undergrowth. They were always on the move and mostly under the foliage
making it difficult to get a clear view of them. It was time to return and on the way stopped
again for a Crested Serpent Eagle which seems to be a resident there.
Day 6 Thursday 3 December
It was time to depart from the delightful Hunas Falls and head south to Nuwara Eliya but
as usual we started the morning with a pre-breakfast walk, heading back down the road
again.
A new bird for the trip was a Sri Lanka Woodpigeon
which flew across the garden and landed in some tall
trees. Through the telescope we were able to see clearly
the fabulous neck marking, reminiscent of a European
Turtle Dove. Many of the other usual species were
present such as Oriental Magpie Robin, Spotted Dove,
Lesser Hill Myna and a pair of Scarlet Minivets which
were foraging in the same line of trees.
The resident Crested Serpent Eagle was sitting in the
usual area and a Crimson-fronted Barbet was calling rhythmically. A long way in the
distance two bee-eaters were spotted and the slightly forked tails with no elongated central
tail feathers confirmed the identification as Chestnut-headed Bee-eater.
We followed the road down, listening to a Common Hawk Cuckoo persistently calling. We
pursued the sound and narrowed it down to a stand of trees just beyond a group of houses
– much to the interest of the locals. Try as we might, after an extensive search, we simply
could not find the bird. It seemed impossible that a bird of this size could remain hidden.
Reluctantly, we finally admitted defeat and returned, a little late, for breakfast. On the way
back a pair of Lesser Goldenbacks appeared and landed firstly on trees and then one
moved to a large rock where it explored crevices.
With bags all packed it was time to set off and we
headed down the narrow winding road, Bandara
demonstrating his outstanding skill as a driver once
again. As we were travelling Thushara sang us a
traditional stanza which expressed good wishes and is
a reminder to do good for the day, followed by a
combination of pose and rhythmic breathing which
helps prepare for the day, instilling calmness. Thushara
was in traditional dress with a shirt and sarong, in
preparation for our visit to the Sacred Tooth Relic, the
most sacred of sites in Sri Lanka.
Various sightings along the way included Toque Monkey, Garden Lizard, White-throated
Kingfisher, Large-billed Crow, Great Egret and a lot of fruit bats in trees by the river. We
arrived at the Temple of the Tooth and proceeded through the manicured gardens to the
temple itself which could be entered after removing footwear. Prior to this Thushara
explained the origin of the tooth of Buddha and its journey to this final destination.
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We left Kandy at midday and headed onwards towards Nuruwa Eliya, stopping along the
way for a fascinating visit to a tea factory where we were
guided around the rather noisy machines which sort the
tea into the various blends. As we were leaving the
factory an immature Black Eagle appeared, soaring on
massive broad fingered wings.
All of the mornings activities meant it would be a late
lunch so we kept ourselves going with some bananas
and biscuits, arriving at St Andrews at 1450. We went
straight into lunch which was a very pleasant soup with
canapés.
It was time to check into rooms, settle in and take a break and we re-convened at 1615 for
a visit to the local Victoria Park. As we arrived it seemed rather noisy with a bouncy castle
and speakers blaring out thumping ‘music’ – not the ideal backdrop for searching out
elusive birds! Fortunately the character in charge was persuaded to turn it off, bringing
instant relief.
Another small group of birdwatchers were intently focused on an area by the sluggish little
brown river which flows through the park and it turned out that they had been watching a
Brown-breasted Flycatcher and a Kashmir Flycatcher, both of which were flitting around in
the semi-darkness.
We walked around the park which, following the rains,
was quite wet in places. It seemed rather quiet and then
an Indian Pitta was spotted on the path ahead of us.
The bird was obliging and remained still, allowing
telescope views for everyone and we could all enjoy the
striking colours of this rather skulking species.
We circled around, avoiding the most waterlogged area
and looked, unsuccessfully for Pied Thrush which is often present in this park. Finally we
checked another corner of the park where, in semi-darkness we found an Indian Blue
Robin, sitting in the shadows. Unfortunately the bird flew rather quickly but in our attempt
to locate it we found another Indian Pitta, sitting in a low tree.
By now darkness was setting in properly, so we retuned to the hotel.
Day 7 Friday 4 December
It was an early start (0500) for our trip out to Horton Plains National Park and we travelled
in three minivans because of the narrow steep roads. It was clear we were gaining height
steadily and after crossing the highest railway in Sri Lanka we finally reached the entrance
to the national park.
It was time for a pit stop and an opportunity to see Indian Blackbird, Grey Wagtail and
some Sri Lanka Junglefowl. We continued in the vehicles to a spot where we parked up
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and there was a small roadside lake. A Sri Lanka Whistling Thrush called but didn’t show,
while in contrast Oriental White-eyes were abundant.
The Hoopoe-like call of a Sri Lanka Scimitar-babbler could be heard regularly in the
background while Yellow-eared Bulbuls (another
endemic species) were feeding in some numbers and
giving perfect views. Yet another endemic, the Dull-blue
Flycatcher appeared in the shadows of a tree and
hawked around for insects.
While we were focusing on the birds we were being
watched by a Black-cheeked Lizard which was
motionless and blended perfectly against the greenery.
In the background we could hear Purple-faced Leafmonkey calling and a tiny Dusky Squirrel moved around in the trees over the water.
As the sun came up it became increasingly busy with birds and we saw Dark-fronted
Babbler, Sri Lanka Bush-warbler and Sri Lanka Scimitar-babbler. A Commander butterfly
flew past as we were watching. It was time for breakfast which was a very nice array of
sandwiches and other goodies
After breakfast we watched for a while more just in case the elusive Whistling Thrush
made an appearance but it was not to be. Instead we noted Asian Paradise Flycatcher,
Scarlet Minivet and studied Mountain Reedling damselflies which were mating. Festooning
the banks the purple flowers of Strobylanthus caught our
attention.
We headed further on and even higher to the 2100
meter mark where we parked up at the start of the trail
to ‘World’s End’. As we travelled we spotted Pied
Bushchats which sat up high looking very like
Stonechats and an Oriental Honey Buzzard flew over
showing the disproportionately small head. The air was
so thin that everyone was working a little harder and as
a result only a few walked to the woodland. On the way we saw more Pied Bushchats
sitting on gorse, creating a scene as far removed from Sri Lanka as one could imagine.
Zitting Cisticolas were popping up and down, sitting quite obligingly.
Up in the forest the cloud was beginning to descend, sparking a small debate on the
definition of cloud forest. We noted Grey-headed Canary-flycatchers, lots of Oriental
White-eyes and a beautiful green butterfly with orange wing extensions. Perhaps the
highlight was a Crimson-backed Goldenback which flew across, called and then after
disappearing it reappeared enabling a clear identification.
On the way back down the track we encountered someone who had found a Rough-horn
Lizard and was intending to carry it down on a stick to show his friends. He was quickly
persuaded that the lizard belonged where he found it.
It was time to return to Nuruwa Eliya and as we did the sky was beginning to look very
black with rain on the way. After lunch we took a break and, as predicted, the heavens
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opened. Due to the persistent rain our planned return visit to Victoria Park was also
abandoned but we watched for a while from the cover of the hotel reception area and
amongst other species we spotted Yellow-eared Bulbul, Sri Lanka White-eyes and a
White-breasted Waterhen.
Day 8 Saturday 5 December
We had a walk out before breakfast at 0630 and there was still the suggestion of rain in
the air although it was more like low cloud. As we congregated, the repetitive call of a
White-breasted Waterhen could be heard from just the other side of the garden fence.
We wandered outside the hotel and took a small entrance gate onto the golf course which
was a very promising looking area with plenty of wild habitat surrounding the manicured
greens. Most of the by now common species were present but we also noted Green
Warbler, Yellow-eared Bulbul and Sri Lanka Scimitar-babbler.
Breakfast was at 0700 with a departure from the hotel at
0820 and we were then on our way south to Yala. The
heavy grey skies stayed with us as we descended to
lower altitudes, pausing to take photographs of the
Hindu shrine at Sriramajayam, the elaborate figures
adorned in multiple colours and plenty of gold. Another
stop was to rescue a calf which had apparently fallen
into a roadside drain, the steep vertical sides making it
impossible to get out. It was soon up on its feet and with
a little persuasion it went across to join the adults on the
safer side of the road.
We called in at the unlikely-sounding Surrey Bird Sanctuary which was a rather nice area
of mature forest. However the trails were a bit steep and some chose not to go on them.
The woods were obviously home to Sri Lanka Woodpigeon and we saw a number of them
moving around, landing and feeding.
The most significant sighting however was a Brown Wood Owl
which had been located. This is apparently a regular spot for this
bird and as we gathered quietly to view it the owl peered down at
us with little apparent concern. Further down the road a mediumsized raptor on a stump turned out to be Oriental Honey Buzzard.
This was a dark morph bird, potentially confusable with other raptor
species.
We had a coffee stop at the Ella Motel, 1041m above sea level
which looked down a vast valley with rocky hillsides. A resident
Stripe-necked Mongoose was sitting in the garden as we arrived
and both Scaly-breasted and White-rumped Munias were foraging
in the tangled vegetation below. Loten’s Sunbird was also showing
well, a male visiting flowers below us.
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During the remainder of the journey to Ude Walawe we were kept informed and
entertained by Thushara who gave us more factual information on Sri Lanka and
performed a rather sad Sinhalese song.
We made good progress and arrived at the Niwahana Hotel where a buffet lunch had been
organised before we then transferred to jeeps for our trip into the national park. The first
signs of rain soon became a more serious downpour and very soon the front covers were
coming down on the vehicles. This helped but didn’t prevent rain coming in through the
side. Luckily however it was relatively short-lived and soon we were able to pull the front
cover up again.
The rain seemed to bring the birds out and our progress into the park was slow as a result
of seeing so much. The first sightings were Green Bee-eaters, Indian Roller and lots of
Barn Swallows followed by Jerdon’s Bush Lark, Paddyfield Pipit and Black-winged Kite.
Birds were everywhere and it was difficult to know
where to look next. A Yellow-eyed Babbler was singing
from the top of a bush and a pair of Baya Weavers
were sitting high up in a tree behind while Ashy Prinias
were busy in the tangled undergrowth below. Our first
of many Grey-bellied Cuckoos was spotted on a distant
bush and a long way in the distance a Jacobin Cuckoo
was drying itself out on a distant exposed branch.
Malabar Pied Hornbills, complete with colossal bill
shields then appeared ahead of us, sitting high in a tree
before taking off and showing their striking plumage and it was shortly after that the first
Asian Elephants appeared, peacefully browsing not too far from the road. We spent some
time watching them and noting the key features which separate these from African
Elephants.
A group of Plum-headed Parakeets flew past before landing, completing the full array of
parrots and parakeet species that were might see in Sri Lanka. Further ahead a Crested
Hawk Eagle was sitting close to the road whilst an Indian Roller was spotted up on a bare
tree.
Seemingly the birds were understandably relieved that the rain had stopped. A good
example was an immature Shikra which was sitting out on a bare branch with wings and
tail spread while Indian Robins were hopping around in search of insects on side-tracks. A
Sri Lanka Woodshrike made a brief appearance before flying into the middle distance and
the diminutive Yellow-crowned Woodpecker was spotted, working its way up a roadside
tree before also flying.
All too soon it seemed, it was time to go and we realised that the bird life had been so rich
that we had only covered a few kilometres into the park. However, it was better to see a
small section well rather than a larger area badly. As we headed back towards the
entrance some tiny Barred Buttonquails were scurrying around in the long grass. With a
little effort we managed to get everyone to see them.
It was time to continue and as the sun was going down we headed south, the first Fruit
Bats becoming active. As we neared our next hotel, Cinnamon Wild a Black-naped Hare
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sat transfixed in the headlights of the bus. Further along a large Mugger Crocodile crossed
a bridge and slipped into the water.
As our arrival at Cinnamon Wild was a little later than usual we headed straight for dinner
which was an excellent buffet, before retiring to our very well-appointed bungalows.
Day 9 Sunday 6 December
As it had been a long day we opted for a slightly more relaxed start and met by the lake
where we found Common Sandpiper, Purple Heron, Lesser Whistling Ducks and a
Common Redshank. A Spot-billed Pelican was quietly cruising around and Green Beeeaters hawked for insects. The local Water Buffalo were submerged in the water providing
‘islands’ for birds to land on and Mugger Crocodiles drifted low and menacingly through
the water.
After breakfast we met up for a jeep safari into Yala National Park
and three vehicles and drivers were waiting for us. As we drove
along the road towards the national park we paused for Crested
Tree-swifts, both Blue-tailed and Green Bee-eaters plus an
immature Brahminy Starling. We headed for the entrance and the
road passed large wet areas where water birds were in
abundance. Several Eurasian Spoonbills were feeding with bills
sweeping back and forth while Painted Storks probed repeatedly in
the deeper water. We started to see a range of waders such as
Black-winger Stilt, Marsh Sandpiper, Pacific Golden Plover, Little
Ringed Plover, Lesser Sand Plover, Little Stint, Kentish Plover,
Greenshank and Wood Sandpiper.
A small group of Grey-backed Sparrow-larks were feeding on the grass in the middledistance where we also spotted a Wild Boar. Whiskered Terns floated lazily around,
dipping into the water periodically
At the entrance we paused while permits were obtained and as we waited it was a good
opportunity to scan around the area and a Brown-headed Barbet was calling from one of
the trees, eventually flying out.
It seemed as if we had already spent some time in the
national park but in fact we had not even entered,
illustrating how rich the buffer zone is. Once in the park
we followed the main road, turning off from time to time
along side tracks. At the first stretch of water we noted a
small group of Spotted Deer while Buffalo wallowed. We
examined a snipe very carefully, concluding it to be Pintailed, the bill length being the main means of separating
this from the very similar Common Snipe. Lots of Lesser
Whistling-ducks were sitting on mud-banks.
The list of birds sighted was vast, many of which were by now familiar but also included
some we had not seen such as Marshall’s Iora, Hoopoe, Lesser Adjutant, Woolly-necked
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Stork and Yellow-wattled Lapwing. An Oriental Honey Buzzard flew over and a Greater
Coucal could be heard ‘hooting’.
We paused by another stretch of water where an Indian
Thick-knee was walking the edge. Unfortunately it took
off and in our attempts to find it again we encountered
the rather heftier Great Thick-knee, complete with
strange, duck-like bill. A pair was obviously breeding on
a sandy area near the edge.
Lunch was at a ‘designated area’ which was,
disappointingly, completely devoid of any facilities.
Here, all tour groups had the same idea so we were not alone and the only option was to
try to find a private area in the bushes which of course never attracted any dangerous
animals……! We took the opportunity to have a scan over the sea and as we did two
Lesser Crested Terns and a Gull-billed Tern flew over.
After lunch we continued onwards to another excellent wetland area where the array of
waders was as good as we could have hoped. In addition to those we had already found
we added Turnstone plus both Common and Curlew Sandpipers. A real bonus was a lone
Terek Sandpiper showing its gently upswept bill. Unfortunately it didn’t hang around for
long but we re-located it again to find it once again alone, roosting, but this time the bill
was persistently hidden in its plumage. Small Pratincoles, which are actually waders but
look more tern-like were spotted sitting on one of the muddy strips.
Our journey took us further along the ‘main road’ into the park and as we travelled we
stopped periodically for Sambar and Spotted Deer, both prey of Leopard but all looking too
relaxed. However we did see Crested Hawk Eagle again and stopping at a stretch of water
covered with lilies we found Purple Swamphen, Common Moorhen, Pheasant-tailed
Jacanas, a distant Grey-headed Fish Eagle and our first Pied Kingfisher was sighted.
The highlight perhaps was yet to come and stopping at a
junction of tracks we were shown a Brown Fish-owl,
sitting silently in the higher part of a tree. It half-opened
an eye as we watched it, just to keep a check on us.
Returning back to the entrance we stopped again at a
stretch of water where we scanned a row of terns,
finding both Little and White-winged. It had been a long
but very productive day in Yala and we arrived back at Cinnamon Wild at dusk.
Day 10 Monday 7 December
To make the most of our time at Yala we opted for an early start and as the dawn broke
we gathered by the vehicle park in readiness. The short journey to the park entrance
actually took longer than the subsequent wait to obtain the permits and pick up the
‘tracker’. On the way a nightjar species was hawking around against the first light but it
was not possible to make a certain identification.
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Once in the national park we followed the main road, along with
a large convoy of other safari vehicles. The whole lot ground to a
halt at a point where apparently a Sloth Bear had been reported.
Here we witnessed the less attractive side to Yala – the rather
manic shunting and shouting with engines all running which is so
out of keeping with wildlife watching. We were trapped in and for
a while could do nothing but, with some relief emerged and
concluded that we would rather take our chances by following a
route of our own.
So we followed a quieter track and found ourselves by a
delightful waterhole where we parked up, switched the engines
off and just watched. A pair of Purple-rumped Sunbirds were
nest-building, carrying material to a pendulous structure hanging from a bush. It was
obviously nest-building time for some species and Scaly-breasted Munias were repeatedly
visiting the grassy area in front of us and carrying long strands back to a large tree.
We also spotted the usual White-throated Kingfisher in a large tree opposite along with
both Green Imperial and Orange-breasted Pigeons. Across the far side of the lake a Greybellied Cuckoo was sitting in a tree and we managed good views in the scopes while much
nearer a Plain Prinia was popping up and down in the long grass.
The spot was so nice that we decided to have breakfast there rather than at the infinitely
less pleasant designated area. However, unable to get out of the jeeps we ultimately
ended up there in order to utilise the ‘facilities’.
Continuing along tracks we visited another excellent lake, once again covered with lilies
and once again we found all the usual species of this habitat. The petrified trees which had
died a long while back were of obvious interest to a Lesser Goldenback. On the way back
we stopped to admire the beautifully-plumaged Chestnut-headed Bee-eater and some
distant ducks turned out to be Garganey.
We arrived back at Cinnamon Wild in good time for
lunch after which we took a break before re-convening
for a trip to the 6,216 hectare Bundala National Park
which was the first such area to recognised for its
international importance as a wetland by the RAMSAR
convention. This involved a journey of around 45 mins
by bus before we met with the jeeps which were going to
take us around.
Just after the turn-off to the park we stopped at an area
with yet more waders and where we could hear the rather raucous song of Clamorous
Reed Warbler. After a search we found one and had good but brief views. Zitting Cisticolas
were also calling and Purple Swamphens were in abundance. A Yellow Bittern flew past
briefly before disappearing into the vegetation.
Another good muddy area was once again covered with waders which needed to be
checked and these included many of the species we had encountered in Yala but in
addition we noted Black-tailed Godwit feeding in the deeper water. Our first Striated Heron
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flew up from the track in front of us while Small Pratincoles were rather more unwilling to
move.
Finally we actually entered the park and the weather was looking rather ominous with dark
skies making the light conditions very poor. After picking up a ‘tracker’ the jeeps took us
around the salt pans where we stopped for Caspian Terns which were plunging into the
water and we found a number of them sitting on a spit with Gull-billed Terns. One
particular spit was crammed with Little Terns and as we scanned further a lone Slenderbilled Gull was spotted. This was quite a significant sighting as it is a vagrant species to Sri
Lanka.
With time marching on and a journey back to allow for we headed back to the entrance but
as we did a Yellow Bittern made another tantalising appearance, flying across the road
and then climbing down tall vegetation out of sight. As a result of all the good sightings, we
arrived back a little later (1900) to Cinnamon Wild.
Day 11 Tuesday 8 December
It was time to say goodbye to Yala and Cinnamon Wild and having had an early start the
previous day we decided to have a more relaxed morning. The sky was leaden and it was
extremely humid. A pre-breakfast walk around the tracks by the lodge produced a female
Asian Koel, Striated Heron, Black-crowned Night-heron, Common Iora, Purple-rumped
Sunbird, White-browed Bulbul and two Indian Pittas.
After breakfast, with all our bags packed we headed west and south, calling off at the
entrance road to Bundala for another quick attempt to see Yellow Bittern. Although it did
not unfortunately show there were other species (which some had missed the day before)
which did such as Clamorous Reed-warbler. Both Scaly-breasted and Black-headed
Munias were busily foraging in the grassy areas and an Oriental Honey Buzzard drifted
over, creating some unnecessary concern amongst the Lesser
Whistling Ducks who seemed unaware that this species is
primarily an invertebrate predator.
We continued the journey further, our next stop being the Safari
Hotel where Thushara showed us a pair of Collared Scops Owls
which were roosting in a large stand of bamboo. They stared down
at us as we watched and photographed them.
Our next stop was the
Kalametiya Bird sanctuary and
we took the bus as far as we
could before walking along the
side of a muddy tidal stretch where we spotted Golden
Plover, Turnstone and Lesser Sand Plovers. Looking
ahead we found a large gathering of waders, some of
which had already started to fly, large flocks of Blacktailed Godwits passing overhead. Walking past buildings
which has been ruined by the tsunami we found a point where we could put the telescope
onto the group and we quickly located Marsh Sandpiper, Whimbrel and Ruff along with
Greenshank and a few remaining Godwits.
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Time was not on our side and with a significant journey still ahead of us we continued,
keeping off any hunger with biscuits and finally arriving, a little later than intended, at the
Mandara Hotel at Mirissa at 1445. Lunch was waiting and we went straight in before
checking in to rooms.
As it had already been quite a long day some chose to relax at the hotel while others went
with Thushara for a visit to the fort at Galle about 45
minutes away which was built first in 1588 by the
Portuguese, then extensively fortified by the Dutch
during the 17th century from 1649 onwards. It is an
historical, archaeological and architectural heritage
monument, which even after more than 423 years
maintains a polished appearance, due to extensive
reconstruction work done by Archaeological Department
of Sri Lanka. As a mark of its solid construction, it
survived the Boxing Day Tsunami of 2004.
Those who went enjoyed a short but fascinating insight into this part of Sri Lanka’s history.
Day 12 Wednesday 9 December
It was a reasonably early start today and we headed off
at 0645, complete with packed breakfast to the harbour
at Mirissa for a trip out to sea in the hope of seeing
cetaceans – in particular Blue Whale.
It was a beautiful sunny day and the last section of our
short journey to the harbour was completed in tuc-tucs,
much to the enjoyment of the group. Once aboard the
boat which was entirely ours we were soon on our way,
initially crossing calm water but soon things started
moving around – as sign of the state of the water ahead.
Seated firmly on the front deck or hanging on to rails we headed out 11 nautical miles to
sea and as were crossing the waves it soon became clear that we were not going to
remain dry. It was impossible to move anywhere as the boat rose and fell creating
alternating weight and weightlessness, so we remained
where we were. It was quite a while before the first call
came signifying a whale had been sighted and our
captain interestingly did not pursue this one, choosing
instead to focus on two more in the opposite direction.
We also spotted a number of flying fish and at one point
a Common Tern came and investigated the boat very
closely. Other terns on the trip included Little, Sandwich,
Great Crested and Lesser Crested.
We finally caught up with a whale which made a brief appearance and then found another
which showed a little better. All then went quiet for a while before another was sighted and
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this time we had a better close-up view. The swell was
getting greater though and at one point a massive wave
hit and the whole group in the front were soaked. We
were now resigned to the fact that we were wet and
may as well make the most of it and to reward us
another Blue Whale showed well as we all clung on for
dear life, trying somehow to photograph the immense
animal as it arched up out of the water, showing the tiny
dorsal fin.
Soaked to the skin but marvelling in the great sightings we had enjoyed we headed back
for a nice hot shower at our hotel before a welcome lunch. Wet clothes were collected for
laundry at the next stop.
After a very nice lunch and with bags all loaded we left Mirissa and our journey initially
took us along the coast road before picking up the motorway travelling north and then
turning off east to our accommodation, the Rainforest Edge Lodge at Sinharaja.
Along the way we stopped for an Indian Cobra which crossed the road and worked its way
up a bank. The route became increasingly difficult for our bus and the final section
involved a transfer to the bus belonging to the lodge which had the capability of negotiating
the steep and rather bumpy road up.
We were greeted with fresh coconut juice (out of the coconuts) before being shown to the
rooms. Compared with the accommodation we had become used to it all seemed a little
basic but everyone agreed there was a quirky charm about the place. Anything lacking in
the rooms was completely compensated by the first class quality of the food and the very
helpful attentive attitude of the staff.
Day 13 Thursday 10 December
We opted for an early start into Sinharaja Forest, a World Heritage Centre, taking with us a
packed breakfast. The journey involved the lodge bus followed by our bus and then
transferring to three jeeps for the long and rather torturous route up. At the check-in point
we were able to get out and have a stretch of leg and we found a Black Bulbul high in a
dead tree.
Out of necessity, the jeeps took the journey in low gear, riding the boulders and troughs
until we eventually reached a corner where we got out for a scan. Here we spotted Purplefaced Langur (Leaf Monkey), and an array of endemics
- Orange-billed Babbler, Sri Lanka Hanging Parrot, Sri
Lanka Drongo, White-faced Starling and Sri Lanka Hill
Myna flying over. A pair of Velvet-fronted Nuthatches
were exploring a nearby tree but the overcast
conditions did not do justice to their colours.
Meanwhile, in at nearby water tank, two massive Water
Monitors were clearly on territory, making the related
Land Monitors look positively diminutive.
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Travelling further in the jeeps we reached a plateau where we parked up by an education
centre and had breakfast before being joined by two forest guides Thandula and
Yasarathina.
Walking along the track we soon found another new species, Black-capped Bulbul and
further along a Green Vine Snake which was poised like a bright green stick coming out of
a small bush. This extraordinarily beautiful snake moved stealthily around the bush as it
hunted for prey with weird-shaped irises, like black commas turned
through 90 degrees.
The trail levelled out and a mixed flock was working though the
forest which included Sri Lanka Drongo, Orange-billed Babbler and
Ashy-headed Laughing-thrush. We then took a very narrow side
trail which involved a certain amount of clambering in places but
there was a very good reason to do this. We reached a dead end
and Thandula led us to the point where he crouched down and
peered through the low undergrowth. With his assistance the scope
was then set up onto a Serendib Scops Owl, one of the most
sought-after Sri Lankan species and only discovered in 2001 by
Thandula himself.
It seemed our luck with owls was in. Hearing a commotion further along the main track we
found two Black-naped Monarchs behaving in a very agitated way and soon discovered
the reason which was a Chestnut-backed Owlet – or at least the lower half of it – just
showing. Had it not been for the Monarchs there would have been virtually chance of
finding it.
The value of having good guides was illustrated by the next sighting which involved a short
but steep clamber down a muddy bank and across branches over a wet area. Peering
though a gap we were shown two roosting Sri Lanka Frogmouths, hunched up together.
Although these are traditional sites for these species it is the process of finding them in the
first place which is so extraordinary.
Crossing a stream we noted some small fish which were Wrasse Bora and shortly after
this a Legge’s Flowerpecker – an endemic species to Sri Lanka - was spotted. The
fascination of the rainforest is to look at everything and we marvelled at colossal Giant
Earthworms and Giant Millipedes.
The track reached some buildings which were the research station
and it was here that we enjoyed the best possible views of Sri
Lanka Blue Magpies which, it seemed, were just sitting around,
waiting to be photographed.
It was time to return for lunch after which we took a break – a time
for a snooze and to re-charge the batteries. Later in the afternoon
we met up on the terrace for a scan. It was a great place to watch
from with a 180 degree view over the valley below.
There was plenty to see without having to go anywhere and we set
up some chairs for watching in comfort. Many of the typical species
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of the area were seen including Green Imperial Pigeon, Pale-billed Flowerpecker, Whitebreasted Waterhen, Crested Treeswift and a fabulous eye-level view of a Crested Hawk
Eagle which landed in a tree beneath us.
Once again the clouds increased and rain arrived but it had been a very fruitful watch.
An untimely power cut reminded us of what it would be like without fans in rooms which
very quickly started to become humid ovens. Mercifully the cut was reasonably short-lived
and also did not affect the excellent cuisine miraculously produced by the team in the
kitchen.
Just before we retired we took a look at a completely bizarre Wandering Violin Praying
Mantis which had been attracted to one of the hanging lights.
Day 14 Friday 11 December
We met early (0445) for another visit to the forest, but this time along a different track. As
we left in the darkness the rain had already commenced and became increasingly heavy
as we travelled. We did the usual bus manoeuvres, from the hotel bus down the rough
track to our bus and then to waiting jeeps which negotiated another long, torturous road
upwards into the forest.
We finally arrived at a small group of houses and
discovered that we were not alone, two other
birdwatching groups being there already. This particular
spot is apparently the place to see the endemic and
highly secretive Sri Lanka Spurfowl but to see it we had
to watch from the small window of one of the locals’
houses, the owner of which seemed quite happy with
this! Unfortunately the whole site was already crowded
out by others so we had to wait out of sight by the side
of the building.
After waiting for a while the call went up for Spot-winged Thrush and we looked down the
road where, somewhat silhouetted, the bird was hopping around. It flew off after a while
only to return again – perhaps taking food to a nest.
We returned to the Spurfowl ‘stake-out’ and waited a
while more. We could hear the birds calling loudly in the
background but were once again distracted, this time by
the arrival of a Green-billed Coucal near the houses
behind us and without much trouble we had good views.
At last, the Spurfowls arrived and we watched a pair
joining the Sri Lanka Junglefowl for a while, strutting
around and looking for titbits. Despite dismal light
conditions we managed to take some photos. Leeches
were a constant companion in the humid atmosphere and, uncannily, were able to
somehow attach themselves to us undetected.
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There was little respite in the continued rain and with breakfast awaiting back at the lodge
and the reverse journey to negotiate we headed off. It was with some relief that we
reached the road but happy that we had seen one of Sri Lanka’s most secretive endemic
species.
After breakfast we took some time out to re-pack and relax. The weather was improving
and some had another watch on the terrace where a Legge’s Flowerpecker was singing
from the top of a tall stick. We also found two Crested Serpent Eagles which were circling
in the distance. All the time there was the threat of rain and as it got closer we retreated.
Lunch once again demonstrated the culinary skills of the staff after which we boarded the
bus for the journey towards Colombo and onwards to our airport hotel at Katuyanake. We
arrived and were greeted in royal style, the air-conditioning of the lobby feeling decidedly
arctic after our time in the rainforest.
Whilst most were happy to just chill-out a few couldn’t resist a walk in the gardens.
Unfortunately there was rather a lot going on in preparation for a forthcoming wedding, all
of which had been rather affected by torrential rain and wind that day, with large pools of
water alongside the paths. Despite this we still saw a number of birds including Asian
Koels which are particularly numerous here. A Stork-billed Kingfisher was also present,
fishing over the small lake. With dusk arriving we headed back in.
That evening, the opportunity to say a few thanks, in particular to our guide and friend
Thushara who had, throughout, been outstanding in his professionalism, knowledge and
skill – not forgetting his excellent singing!
Thanks were also expressed to Ann Addison who had, in the absence of Linda, so willingly
taken over the second walkie-talkie and acted as an enormous support throughout the
tour.
Day 15 Saturday 12 December
It was a leisurely morning, giving time to re-pack all the gear before our final departure. A
few were tempted with a final walk around the grounds where several of the usual species
were noted before returning to re-organise bags.
Once we were checked out and our bags all loaded up it was time to say a big thanks to
the team who had looked after us throughout the tour: Bandara who had driven calmly and
safely, Tiranga who had been a constant help and finally, rather unseen, Asoka who had
driven the vehicle with our bags. A customary contribution was made to all.
It only remained for us to make the relatively short journey to the international airport which
all went smoothly, as did our check-in and our final journey back to the UK.
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Left to right: Thushara Seneviratne, John Wilkinson, Dave Addison, Martin Williams, Ann Addison, Heather James, Jan
Tyler, Gay Crossley, Peter Tyler, Nicky Willmott, Graham Willmott, Gaye Henson, Karen Bigmore, Keith Offord

With many thanks to everyone for fine spotting, patience and excellent humour throughout,
making this Wild Insights holiday to Sri Lanka so enjoyable. We would also like to give a
special thanks to you all for being so understanding and sympathetic in relation to our
difficult circumstances and an enormous thanks to Ann for so unquestioningly and
efficiently providing such valued support in Linda’s absence. For many of you who have
already made reservations, we look forward to seeing you on the next tour and for anyone
else who has not yet made their plans we hope you will be able to join us again before too
long.

Keith & Linda Offord

Front cover image: Sri Lanka Blue Magpie
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